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Abstract

Purpose: To develop a research 4D treatment planning system (4DTPS) suitable for realistic patient
treatment planning and treatment simulations taking into account specific requirements for scanned ion
beam therapy, i.e. modeling of dose heterogeneities due to interplay effects and range changes caused by
patient motion and dynamic beam delivery.
Methods: The 4DTPS integrates interfaces to data of 4D computed tomography (4DCT), deformable
image registration and clinically used motion monitoring devices. We implemented a novel data model
for 4D image segmentation using Boolean mask volume datasets and developed an algorithm
propagating a manually contoured reference contour dataset to all 4DCT phases. We further included
detailed treatment simulation and dose reconstruction functionality, based on the irregular patient
motion and the temporal structure of the beam delivery. The treatment simulation functionality was
validated against experimental data from irradiation of moving radiographic films in air, 3D moving
ionization chambers in a water phantom and moving cells in a biological phantom with a scanned carbon
ion beam. The performance of the program was compared to results obtained with predecessor
programs.
Results: The measured optical density distributions of the radiographic films were reproduced by the
simulations to on average about (-2 ± 12) %. Compared to the predecessor program, the mean agreement
was on average improved by 2 %, standard deviations were on average reduced by 7 %. The simulated
dose to the moving ionization chambers in water showed an agreement with the measured dose of on
average (-1 ± 4) % for the typical beam configuration. The mean average deviation of the simulated
from the measured biologically effective dose determined via the cell survival was
(617 ± 538) mGy (RBE) (10 ± 9) %.
Conclusion: We developed a research 4DTPS suitable for realistic treatment planning on patient data
and capable of simulating dose delivery to a moving patient geometry for scanned ion beams. With
respect to the predecessor program, the accuracy and reliability of treatment simulations could be
considerably improved.
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II.

Introduction

Treatment planning for radiotherapy incorporating the time domain is typically referred to as 4D
treatment planning.1 It has been investigated in parallel to the development of 4D computed tomography
(4DCT). Several reviews have been published in that field.2-4
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In this report we focus on 4D treatment planning for ion beam therapy that has to incorporate range
changes due to target motion into the treatment concept. Since treatments of tumors in the vicinity of
moving organs are delivered since many years with either proton or ion beams, also treatment planning
concepts have been established. For treatment of lung tumors at the National Institute for Radiological
Sciences (NIRS), gating is used5 and treatment planning ensures by manual manipulation of the CT that
the tumor mass is elongated in the superior-inferior (SI) direction to avoid under-dosage at the distal end
if less dense lung tissue is replaced by dense tumor due to breathing.6 With the availability of 4DCTs
this approach has been developed. Engelsman et al. compared three treatment planning strategies for
lung tumor treatment by a scattered proton beam with margins only.7 Based on the 4DCT of the patient
they designed the shape of compensator and aperture and found better coverage of the clinical target
volume (CTV) with these treatment plans compared to conventional ones. Similar work has been
reported by Kang et al. as well as Mori et al., who designed a complete 4D treatment planning system
(4DTPS) including visualization of range changes due to target motion (called ‘Aqualyzer’).8-10
If treatments are delivered with a scanned beam, interplay effects pose an additional challenge also for
the 4DTPS.11;12 Optimization of treatment plans has to consider the specific parameters of the used
motion mitigation technique, e.g., the number of rescans, or the calculation of compensation parameters
for beam tracking. 4D dose calculation has to incorporate the temporal progress of the beam delivery
and to establish a correlation to the motion states of the 4DCT. Several groups report about 4D dose
calculation for beam scanning. The Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) plans to irradiate intra-fractionally
moving tumors with rescanning and thus oriented their 4DTPS-based studies in this direction.13-16 They
currently use 4DCTs as the basis of 4D dose calculation but consider to incorporate 4D magnetic
resonance tomograms (4DMRT) to exploit the possibilities of long acquisition times that allow to
determine potential changes in the motion trace. Also Kraus et al. investigated rescanning for scanned
proton beam therapy in 4D treatment planning studies.17 Paganetti et al. published several reports on 4D
treatment planning for proton beam therapy with scanned as well as scattered beams.18;19 More details on
4DTPS can be found in a review20 and in the introduction of each of the following sections in the
Materials & Methods.
This work focuses on the GSI TPS “TReatment planning for Particles” (TRiP98) that was developed by
Krämer et al. for the GSI pilot project21-23 and which evolved into a 4DTPS in the last decade. Initial
attempts made at GSI with respect to irradiation of moving tumors were focused on the implementation
of a beam tracking solution. Li et al. established a simulation environment based on TRiP98
concentrating on 4D dose calculation for beam tracking and uncompensated irradiation of rigidly
moving targets.24 The program was capable of 4D dose calculation for artificial and experimental water
phantom setups with variable time resolution25 but not compatible with the upcoming 4DCT and
deformable registration workflows as developed in parallel to 4DCT.1;26 The new workflow was the
basis of the following implementation of Bert & Rietzel.27 The temporal changes of the anatomy during
beam delivery, i.e. the transitions through the CT phases, were determined from motion monitoring
traces. Sub-treatment plans for each 4DCT phase, containing all raster points irradiated in a particular
phase, were generated on the basis of the time-correlated motion trace and a time-resolved beam
delivery sequence. 4D physical dose calculation was established by sequential 3D dose calculation for
each sub-treatment plan on the respective CT phases and subsequent transformation of the subdistributions to the reference phase. Apart from beam tracking and uncompensated irradiation, the
program also was capable of simulating rescanned and gated beam delivery techniques. Compared to Li
et al. the time structure of the irradiation was incorporated in a more realistic way using beam intensity
courses simulated or measured over the entire delivery time. Moreover, 4D optimization functionality
was developed comprising the calculation of motion compensation parameters for beam tracking and the
design of internal target volumes (ITV) in water-equivalent space for realistic patient geometries. An
improved version of beam tracking takes into account real-time adaption of the particle numbers per
raster point, in order to compensate for dose changes caused by target rotation or deformation.28
Validation of the 4DTPS was performed in numerous experiments.29
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The sequential nature of the TPS and the 4D dose calculation algorithm developed by Bert & Rietzel has
proven incompatible with biologically effective dose calculation. Since the relative biological
effectiveness (RBE) depends non-linearly on the full spectrum of energies and particles contributing to
the total physical dose at each point in the treatment field, it cannot be determined from the constituent
physical dose distributions per CT phase. Therefore, Gemmel et al. developed a complementary 4D dose
calculation algorithm. It featured a dedicated 4DCT structure for full access during run-time and a new
biological dose calculation concept considering particle spectra and dose contributions from all CT
phases to the total dose at each point in the treatment field. The code has been successfully verified in
cell survival measurements in the presence of target motion.30
Although well tested and established in experiments, the 4DTPS codes previously available at GSI carry
substantial limitations with respect to 4D treatment planning for realistic patient geometries, especially if
embedded in a clinical workflow. Among the necessities requiring re-implementation and further
development of our 4DTPS (TRiP4D) based on TRiP98 were: Handling of 4D structure sets,
incorporation of motion monitoring data from clinically used systems, robust import of the scanning
progress data, flexible use of deformation maps, compatibility to future developments such as 4D
treatment plan optimization of multiple fields, and validation based on complex measurements with
precise ionization chambers.
The following sections will report these developments embedded in a review of existing solutions in the
literature as well as in previous versions developed at GSI.

III.
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Material and Methods

In the following, the implementation of the 4D treatment planning functionality of TRiP4D will be
discussed. The first section will concentrate on modeling of patient anatomy changes. Subsequently, the
currently pursued 4D optimization strategy will be discussed. In the last section TRiP4D's 4D treatment
simulation capabilities and the required components are dealt with.

III. A. Moving patient geometry
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Imaging, characterization and quantification of the moving patient geometry can be considered the first
step in 4DTP.1;3 Time-resolved computed tomography (4DCT) has proven essential for the assessment
of patient motion and 4D treatment planning tasks, such as the design of safety margins and 4D dose
calculation.26 Dedicated 4DCT structures and functionality have been implemented in TRiP4D, allowing
access to all motion states of the 4DCT in parallel in order to fully exploit its potential for treatment
planning. The program makes use of the VOXELPLAN format for any data input and output.31 The
usability of DICOM standard CT data is guaranteed by dedicated in-house DICOM converter software.
III. A. 1.
Motion monitoring data
For simulation of a 4D treatment delivery, the transition of the patient through the 4DCT states over
time has to be known. Signal handling and processing of realistic patient motion trajectories has been
integrated into TRiP4D. Apart from a general purpose interface, compatibility of the TPS to the ANZAI
AZ-733 system (ANZAI Medical Co., Ltd.) has been established providing a one-dimensional surrogate
signal from either a pressure sensor in a waist belt or a laser distance measurement. For simulation
studies, dedicated routines are available for automatic generation of regular sinusoidal motion traces or
traces according to Lujan et al.32
To allow dosimetric assessment of, e.g., baseline drifts or phase shifts between tumor motion and
motion surrogate, two different kinds of motion signals can be used in parallel, i.e. the surrogate signal
and the internal motion signal. The latter holds the true motion data to be used for 4D dose calculation.
The former represents the observed motion signal which is, e.g., used to control beam gating or select
beam tracking parameters.
III. A. 2.
Image registration and deformation maps
Quantification of the implicit information of 4DCT data, i.e. the spatial and temporal changes of the
patient's anatomy, can be achieved with image registration which establishes the alignment between a
fixed reference state CT and a test 4DCT state. The resulting deformation maps represent voxel-to-voxel
displacements between the reference motion state and each other motion state of the 4DCT. Various
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algorithms have been published in the literature.33-35 TRiP4D does not (yet) include native image
registration functionality. To allow incorporation of data from established registration tools, we
implemented a filter that allows the use of deformation maps in volume dataset representation featuring
one CT-like structure per displacement vector component and state transition. This representation is
compatible with registration output of many available tools, including the code Plastimatch36 that we
currently use. Additionally, TRiP4D supports rigid registration employing the commonly used 4 × 4
matrix representation and formalism.37
To conveniently assess the extent and distribution of patient motion on the basis of the available
deformation maps, motion volume histograms (MVHs) and contour-based export of the 3D motion
amplitude have been implemented. Figure 1 illustrates the functionality in the example of a liver tumor
and the displacement field between the end-exhale and end-inhale 4DCT phases.
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III. A. 3.
4D segmentation
Elaborate 4D treatment planning requires information on the spatial and temporal changes of target
volumes and organs at risk. Manual contouring on all 4DCT states by a physician is time-consuming
and in general not feasible in a clinical workflow. Automatic propagation of manually delineated
reference contours is a promising and efficient approach to obtain contours on all 4DCT states.38;39 The
design of ITVs and other steps in the 4DTP workflow can benefit from full integration of 4D
segmentation into the treatment planning system. Therefore, TRiP4D's existing module for handling 3D
segmentation has been enhanced with respect to 4D treatment planning functionality. This comprises a
novel 4D contour data model, a contour propagation algorithm and contour manipulation functionality.
The segmentation module of TRiP98 relies on VOXELPLAN contour data given in the form of coplanar polygons usually originating from manual delineation on axial CT slices. The new
implementation of 4D segmentation extends the 3D functionality by the integration of volumetric
Boolean masks (VBMs), i.e. a representation of 4DVOIs as Boolean masks held in a volume dataset
structure. This approach is based on several arguments. Firstly, a major focus was on the design of an
integrated 4D structure capable of handling VOIs in all CT states. Flexible combination of individual
volumes should also be supported and is particularly simple in the approach of VBMs. Secondly,
volume datasets are well established structures in TRiP4D and existing functionality can be re-used
efficiently. And thirdly, contour propagation involves deformation of VOIs. In this context VBMs offer
advantages over polygonal contours.
For generation of a VBM, each voxel center is tested for its position with respect to the polygon VOI. A
point-in-polygon ray-casting algorithm based on the Jordan curve theorem is used to determine whether
the respective voxel is inside the polygon VOI.40;41 Voxels inside the polygon VOI are marked in the
volume dataset using a bit mask. A single bit per VOI representation and voxel is required.
Consequently, different VOI motion states can be held on individual bits in a single volume dataset.
Figure 2a illustrates the conversion of a polygon contour into a VBM and the resulting bit patterns for
the different VOI states. In order to ensure compatibility with other software packages, e.g., external
visualization tools, VBM datasets can be re-converted into polygon contours. Contour detection routines
have been implemented based on a Freeman code chain algorithm.42 The enveloping polygons of the
VOI volume are reconstructed in each axial slice of the volume dataset (dashed lines in Figure 2a)
taking into account potential separation of sub-VOIs. Further manipulation of the 4DVOI can be
performed conveniently using the VBM datasets. For instance, formation of geometrical unions or
intersections among different VOI states involves bit mask operations only and has been implemented in
TRiP4D for further 4DTP tasks.
Different methods of contour propagation have been published in the literature and are commonly
divided into deformable registration-based38;43;44 and deformable model-based45;46 methods. Contour
propagation in TRiP4D employs a deformable registration-based approach taking advantage of the
already discussed infrastructure for deformable registration maps. The underlying concept is to guide the
transformation of the reference state VOI with the deformation fields obtained from registration of the
underlying CT geometry. The use of co-planar polygons alone poses problems in contour propagation,
since the co-planar character is in general lost under spatial transformation. For this reason, triangular
mesh surfaces are used by some groups to model transformation of the VOI.38;47
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TRiP4D follows an alternative approach employing VBM dataset structures for contour propagation
from the reference state r to all states  ≠ . Let , , = ( ,  ,  ) denote the position of the voxel
centers. Propagation of the reference state VOI to state i is performed by inverse transformation of each
voxel center , , to the reference state  = , , + 
, (, , ). Here,  denotes the reference state
position of , , . The displacement vectors, 
, , are obtained from the inverse deformation maps as
discussed earlier in this section. The position of  with respect to the reference state contour is tested
using the point-in-polygon ray-casting algorithm described earlier. Voxel positions having a source
point inside the polygonal reference contour are marked in the volume dataset as a VBM using separate
bits for different states. It should be noted that the described propagation algorithm does not require
transformation of the VBM in the reference state. Instead, it makes direct use of the (physicianapproved) polygonal reference state contour to obtain the VBM-VOIs in all states.

III. B. 4D treatment plan optimization strategy
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Depending on the employed motion mitigation technique, different strategies have to be used for 4D
treatment plan generation. TRiP4D allows generation of internal target volumes48, i.e. unions of CTVs
that incorporate range changes caused by organ motion. Such ITVs are required for motion mitigation
techniques that compensate dosimetric effects of interplay but not the target motion itself. The most
prominent example of such a technique is rescanning. Several versions of these range-change-proof
ITVs have been pursued in the last years. Details can be found in the literature.27;49;50
As an additional 4D optimization technique, the calculation of motion compensation parameters for
beam tracking is supported. In beam tracking the beam position is adjusted to the tumor motion in realtime.25 During beam delivery, pre-calculated correction vectors are applied to the planned beam position
according to the current motion state of the patient.27 A more elaborate version of beam tracking, realtime dose compensated beam tracking (RDBT), additionally compensates for potential dose changes of
tumor areas with respect to the reference treatment plan.28 Both techniques have been published
previously and the functionality is available in TRiP4D.

III. C. Simulation of 4D treatment delivery
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Dose deposition for moving targets in scanned ion beam therapy is determined by the double-dynamic
nature of the system representing the origin of the interplay effect. Firstly, the beam delivery process
itself is time-dependent, since the beam is scanned over the target. Secondly, the effective beam position
is affected by target motion. Both contributing aspects have to be modeled adequately in the TPS, in
order to enable simulation of 4D treatments. It has been shown with earlier versions of the GSI 4DTPS
that simulation of dose delivery subsequent to treatment is well feasible for experimental setups.24;29;30
TRiP4D has been extended for simulation of clinical 4D treatment delivery in realistic patient
environments. This particularly includes irregular surrogate motion trajectories, 4D dose calculation
using transformation maps obtained from deformable image registration and time-resolved beam
delivery sequence data compatible with clinically used accelerators, e.g., HIT. In the following sections
the integration of clinical motion monitoring data and the time structure of the beam delivery process
into TRiP4D are described. Temporal correlation of these two components finally enables simulation of
physical and biological 4D dose deposition which considers the specific motion characteristics at
treatment delivery time. The implementation of these aspects will be discussed in the last subsection.
III. C. 1.
Motion state identification
In section II. A. 1 the principal incorporation of motion monitoring data into TRiP4D was discussed.
Simulation of 4D treatments in TRiP4D requires information on the transition of the patient through the
4DCT phases over time. Surrogate motion monitoring data acquired concurrently to beam delivery can
provide this information, given that the identification of the motion state is performed in agreement with
the 4DCT reconstruction process.51;52
Motion state identification is a central functionality of TRiP4D's motion trajectory module. Different
methods are available based on: (i) the absolute signal amplitude, (ii) the signal phase and (iii) the
relative signal amplitude. The latter is needed in particular for use in conjunction with the ANZAI
system. In contrast to amplitude-based motion state identification, the methods (ii)-(iii) require dedicated
signal pre-processing prior to motion state identification. For phase-based identification, the signal phase
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is computed using the Hilbert transform of the original signal.53 The Hilbert transform is obtained by
external fast Fourier transform routines.54 For relative-amplitude based identification as it is, e.g., used
in some Siemens 4DCT scanners, the original signal is converted into a normalized trajectory with a
fixed amplitude range. This is done based on a search for the maximum and minimum position in each
respiratory cycle and subsequent normalization of the signal to the amplitude range in each exhale
(negative slope) and inhale branch, respectively.
III. C. 2.
Beam delivery sequence and time structure
In raster scanning, the individual dwell time per raster point depends on the requested particle fluence
and the intensity delivered by the accelerator. Due to the complexity of the system, a priori modeling of
the time structure of beam delivery is challenging, especially if beam pauses caused by gating or by the
synchrotron are to be considered. However, the time structure, called beam delivery sequence (BDS) in
the following, can be measured during irradiation. The procedure to obtain the BDS can be considered
highly facility dependent. Nevertheless, several general beam delivery events (BDE) can be expected to
be accessible at any scanning facility. Table 1 summarizes the types of BDE and the possible transitions
between them.
TRiP4D provides the interface to a generally defined table format for BDS input files describing the
chronology of BDE. The tables have to be compiled externally according to the specific conditions of
the respective machine. Data source can be an already delivered treatment or a simulation of such.
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III. C. 3.
4D dose deposition
4D dose deposition is fully determined by the treatment plan, the time structure of the beam delivery and
the patient motion. In order to account for dose contributions to each dose voxel in consideration of
target motion, knowledge is required on which raster points were fully or partly irradiated in a certain
motion state. This information is obtained from the combined time courses of the BDS and the surrogate
motion trajectory. Since the treatment control system and the motion monitoring device are usually
independent medical products of different manufacturers, beam delivery and motion monitoring
naturally do not share the same data acquisition and system time. Prior importing the data into TRiP4D,
external software has to be used to temporally align the traces, e.g., based on BON or BOF BDE (see
Table 1).
Temporal correlation of the motion surrogate with the beam delivery sequence enables identification of
the motion state in which each of the treatment plan's raster points was irradiated. The original treatment
plan is split into quasi-static sub-treatment plans, according to Bert & Rietzel.27 Each plan comprises all
raster points fully or partly irradiated in the respective 4DCT phase. Sorting of the points into associated
sub-treatment plans is performed using either the amplitude, the phase or the relative amplitude motion
state identification, as discussed above. Let it be emphasized again, that the motion state identification
method ideally should match the one used for 4DCT reconstruction.
The generation of sub-treatment plans has been fully re-implemented to integrate the functionality
developed by Bert & Rietzel27 and RDBT according to Lüchtenborg et al.28 in a more robust and general
way than the original implementation. As a first step of this procedure, the temporal sequence of BDE is
complemented by identification of the valid motion state for each event. Additional events which mark a
change of the 4DCT phase, so-called MSC events, are then generated and inserted into the BDS at the
respective times.
Generation of the sub-treatment plans is performed by sequential processing of the linked list of BDE. In
contrast to earlier implementations, the algorithm employs a state machine approach to more effectively
handle transitions between BDE and reliably intercept invalid event transitions being inconsistent with
Table 1, e.g., resulting from defective data. The irradiation of each raster point is traced over time and
the nominal fluence is sub-divided and allocated to the respective sub-treatment plans. If simulation of
beam tracking has been requested, the raster point coordinates are adapted according to the provided
tracking look-up table27. In the case of RDBT particle fluences are adapted according to Lüchtenborg et
al.28 In order to maintain consistency between the simulation and the actual beam delivery, the same
routines are also used in the treatment control system. Beam tracking and RDBT both rely on motion
monitoring for real-time calculations. Miscorrelation of the true tumor motion and the monitored

motion, such as phase shifts, can be simulated using a dedicated motion monitoring trajectory for all
real-time tasks (section II.A.1.).
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The subsequent distribution of the nominal particle fluences to the motion states is independent from the
motion mitigation modality and also applies to uncompensated irradiation. The beam intensity is
assumed to be constant over the time-scale of a raster point irradiation (several milliseconds). This is a
valid approximation for treatment conditions at HIT and GSI but might require additional refinement in
case of more rapid treatment delivery as planned at NIRS or PSI.15;55 The nominal particle fluence then
is sub-divided according to the relative weight of the irradiation time span in the respective motion state,
taking potential beam pauses into account. The procedure is repeated until all raster points of the 3D
treatment plan have been processed. Note that solely for beam tracking and RDBT specific steps need to
be taken (e.g., beam adaption according to applied tracking parameters). In all other cases the treatment
modality characteristics of the beam delivery are communicated by the BDS only (e.g., beam pausing in
case of gating or multiple and quick irradiations in case of rescanning).
The quasi-static sub-treatment plans discussed in the last section are the starting point for 4D dose
calculation. The dose calculation algorithm of Gemmel et al. was implemented in TRiP4D and is
capable of both, biological and physical dose calculation. For details the reader is referred to the
respective publication.30 In brief, the dose contributions of all raster points of the respective subtreatment plan to each dose voxel are collected in every motion state. For this purpose, the voxel
position is transformed accordingly, using TRiP4D's deformation map module and taking into account
the radiological density distribution of the respective 4DCT phase. The algorithm therefore is fully
compatible with transformation maps obtained from deformable image registration of patient 4DCT.
The total physical dose is computed by summation of dose contributions from all motion states in the
reference state. For biological dose calculation the particle spectra in energy and atomic number are also
accumulated over all motion states in consideration of the transforming dose grid. The total spectra
finally are used as input to the calculation of the relative biological effectiveness and the resulting
biologically effective dose using the local effect model (LEM).22 Accordingly, TRiP98's capabilities to
calculate non-linear dose response of radiographic films as a function of local particle and energy
spectra using a model56 similar to the LEM have been extended to 4D. Additionally, calculation and
output of dose and detector response distributions for individual motion states is supported. Finally,
TRiP4D provides calculation of dose volume histograms (DVH) for VOI in all motion states in
conjunction with the 4D segmentation module.

IV.
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Verification

TRiP4D is a newly designed 4DTP extension to the established GSI treatment planning system TRiP98.
The integration of the 4D functionality required substantial changes of the existing program structure
and source code. Systematic testing is required to assure that core functionality of TRiP98 is not
impaired. Moreover, the 4D planning functionality combines newly implemented features and reimplementations based on earlier programs. Both demand elaborate validation, especially considering
the program's possible future application in clinical routine. The consistency of TRiP98's core
functionality in TRiP4D has been verified successfully using the comprehensive test suit delivered with
the mother program and will not be discussed here. The predecessors of TRiP4D were repeatedly tested
in various dedicated experiments.24;29;30 Within the scope of this work selected tests were re-iterated and
TRiP4D's performance was benchmarked against the experimental results and the predecessor programs.
Additionally, new water phantom experiments were designed and conducted, in order to test the
program's combined functionality at a high level of complexity.

IV. A. Radiographic film response simulations
340

The 4D treatment simulation capabilities of TRiP4D were tested in dose response simulations for
radiographic films moved during irradiation. The simulations were verified against experimental results
obtained by Bert et al. and were compared to previous simulations of 4D detector response for these
experiments.29
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IV. A. 1.
Materials and methods
Experimental setup and conduct: The experimental setup of the radiographic film measurements is
summarized here in brief. For a detailed description the reader is referred to Bert et al.29 Irradiation was
performed at GSI with a carbon ion beam and a single-slice treatment plan. The plan was designed to
cover a 110 × 110 mm field with a homogeneous dose. Radiographic films were used as detectors and
mounted on a motorized sliding table in free air. The films were moved sinusoidally during irradiation in
left-right direction in beam’s-eye-view (BEV). Various motion amplitudes, periods and initial phases
were chosen and adjusted via the sliding table. The radiographic films were developed and digitized
according to Spielberger et al. 56 The film trajectories were measured with sub-millimeter precision and
recorded during irradiation with a calibrated camera system tracking an infrared LED at an acquisition
rate of 40 Hz. The BDS, i.e. the irradiation times of all raster points and the start (BON) and stop (BOF)
times of the beam extraction, were measured in a separate data acquisition system via TTL pulses
provided from the control system. In order to establish temporal correlation between the target motion
and the BDS, beam status signals were additionally recorded with the motion monitoring system.
4D film response calculations: The simulations of the optical film density were carried out using the
4D extensions to the TRiP98 program by Bert & Rietzel (TRiPBR) on the one hand and those of TRiP4D
on the other. According to section II. C. 3 the simulations were divided into two steps: (i) generation of
sub-treatment plans and (ii) calculation of the 4D detector response based on the sub-treatment plans.
The two simulations steps were performed with both versions of TRiP and in all possible combinations
to assess the origin of possibly differing performance. Simulations were performed for 20 motion states
and amplitude-based motion state identification. Calculation of the expected optical density of the films
in response to the locally deposited dose for both programs is based on the model of Spielberger et al.
and the resulting particle-specific film responses.56
Data analysis: The agreement of the simulations with the respective measurement for each set of
motion parameters was assessed by statistical analysis of the differential optical density distributions.
Rigid registration of the coordinate systems of the measured films and the simulations was used as
determined by Bert et al.29 The analysis was restricted to a ROI of a 155 × 135 mm and pixels with
optical densities  > 0.01. These criteria establish an individually adjusted analysis mask for each case
to prevent domination of the background outside the irradiated area. The relative mean deviation in
optical density and its standard deviation were computed and chosen as a figure of merit to evaluate the
agreement.
IV. A. 2.
Results
Table 2 lists the results of the statistical analysis for the 14 measured parameter combinations. Peak-topeak motion amplitudes range from 8-20 mm for motion periods between 3 and 7 s. The initial phases
were 0, 90, 180, 270 degree, depending on the case. In table 2, the analyzed simulation combinations are
denoted by the identifiers for the programs used in each of the two simulation steps, TRiPBR (BR) and
TRiP4D (4D), respectively. The comparison of the results for the unmixed configurations “only
TRiPBR” and “only TRiP4D” reveals that the mean relative deviation of simulated and measured optical
densities, µ, is closer to zero for all 14 cases in the full TRiP4D simulations. The largest differences are
obtained for cases (a)-(d) with a 20 mm peak-to-peak amplitude (>2 %). For case (d) the absolute
decrease in µ exceeds 7 % and amounts to on average 2 % for all cases. Similarly, the standard deviation
σ is reduced for all cases except case (j). The largest decrease in σ is observed for the 20 mm amplitude
cases (a)-(d). For case (d) the absolute decrease is larger than 50 % and larger than 7 % for cases (a)-(c).
An absolute decrease of around 6 % is yielded for cases (l)-(n), only minor decreases are observed for
cases (e)-(i) and (k) (<1 %) and a negligible increase for case (j) (<0.1 %). The average decrease in σ
over all cases amounts to about 7 %.
Results for the mean value and standard deviation in optical density for the mixed simulation 4D/BR are
comparable to those obtained for simulation with only TRiP4D in most cases and absolute differences
for mean and standard deviation values between 4D/BR and only TRiP4D are below 1 %. Only for case
(l) differences of about 1 % and 5 % are observed for the mean and standard deviation, respectively.
Comparing simulations BR/4D and only BR, both using TRiPBR for the generation of sub-treatment
plans, the changes in the mean and standard deviation with respect to only TRiPBR are much less
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pronounced than for simulations 4D/BR and only TRiP4D. Only cases (d) and (l) show significant
improvements in the mean value (>0.8 %) and the standard deviation (>5 %).
IV. A. 3.
Discussion
The data in table 2 show that the major improvement in simulation accuracy is due to the new algorithm
for the generation of sub-treatment plans in TRiP4D. These improvements could be traced back to the
more consistent handling of BDS in TRiP4D compared to TRiPBR. The state machine approach
discussed in section II. C. 3 proves less error-prone, in particular in the case of corrupted BDS data. For
cases (a)-(d) the defective data resulted from timing issues of the data acquisition at the time of the
experiments and could be resolved retrospectively. Using TRiP4D instead of TRiPBR for 4D dose
calculation had a small impact on the agreement of the simulated and measured optical density
distributions. The small improvements gained over TRiPBR for mean value and standard deviation
predominantly result from the avoidance of additional interpolation in TRiP4D’s 4D dose calculation,
which does not require summation of individually transformed state dose cubes in the reference state.
The larger deviations obtained for cases (d) and (l) result from high sensitivity of these cases with
respect to minor differences in the applied displacements vectors. Specifically, small film displacements
(<2 mm) orthogonal to the motion direction, i.e. up-down BEV, have been neglected for TRiP4D
calculations as they are affected by large relative errors of the position measurement. On average, the
measured optical density distributions are reproduced by the full TRiP4D simulations to about
(-2 ± 12) %. Hence, the calculated optical densities in general are slightly overestimated by TRiP4D.
Regarding the accuracy of around 10 % to be expected from film response calculations for ion beams,56
the simulations otherwise are in good agreement with the measurements.

IV. B. Water phantom experiments and simulations
Predecessor versions of the GSI 4DTPS have been tested repeatedly in experiments. So far, 2D target
motion with and without range changes introduced by absorbers were studied.24;29 In preparation of
extensive patient treatment planning studies and future clinical application, more elaborate tests of
TRiP4D were carried out in water phantom experiments at HIT using a robotic setup with 3D target
motion and gated beam delivery. TRiP4D simulations were compared to absolute 4D dose
measurements.
IV. B. 1.
Materials and methods
Experimental setup and conduct: A sketch of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3. An
ellipsoidal target volume of 82 mm3 was irradiated in a static water phantom with gated beam delivery.
The absorbed dose was measured with an array of 24 pinpoint ionization chambers, as reported by
Karger et al.57 Three-dimensional sinusoidal motion of the ionization chamber array was facilitated
using a robotic arm.58 Peak-to-peak motion amplitudes of 20 mm in LR BEV and 10 mm in the
remaining dimensions were chosen. Additionally, non-gated static reference irradiations were
performed. Beam control and the adjustment of the gating window were established using the AZ-773V
system of ANZAI Medical Co. Ltd. The gating window was configured based on the signal of a laser
distance sensor monitoring the LR projection of the ionization chamber array motion. Gating windows
were adjusted to result in residual motion amplitudes of 2-10 mm around the maximum amplitude in LR
BEV. The target motion, raster point irradiation times and the beam status signal were acquired with a
dedicated data acquisition system.
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Treatment plans were optimized with the GSI reference 3D treatment planning system TRiP98. 18
different combinations of lateral grid spacing (2 and 3 mm), spacing of iso-energy slices (1, 2, 3, and
4 mm), beam full-width at half maximum (6, 8, and 10 mm) and two different ripple-filters (RiFi)59 were
chosen. Apart from the standard RiFi with 3 mm effective Bragg-peak width (RiFi3), two orthogonally
crossed 3 mm RiFi were used, approximately corresponding to a 4 mm RiFi (RiFi4). The plans were
optimized for a homogeneous target dose of 2 Gy.
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Simulations were performed based on the nominal 3D target trajectory as the motion surrogate, the
reference treatment plan and the respective BDS according to section II. C. 3. The BDS was obtained by
combined evaluation of the measured signals from the treatment and accelerator control systems over
time. Generation of the sub-treatment plans was based on the nominal target motion trajectory generated
by TRiP4D. The individual initial phases φ for each measurement caused by the gated beam delivery

were taken into account. 4D physical dose calculations were performed for 22 phases of a computergenerated 4DCT and phase-based motion state identification. The transformation maps for rigid target
motion were generated with TRiP4D based on the target motion trajectory.
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Data analysis: The agreement of the simulations with the respective measurements was assessed by
statistical analysis of measured and calculated dose values at the ionization chamber positions. For the
analysis of the individual measurements the mean relative difference ∆# of measured Dmeas and
calculated Dcalc dose values and its standard deviation, σD has been calculated for N=22 of the 24
ionization chamber positions per measurement. The remaining two ionization chambers were neglected
for analysis, as they were located close to the target volume boundary (Figure 2). Additionally, a
bivariate linear regression model was fitted to the ensemble of measured and simulated dose values for
the individual ICs using JMP (version 9.0, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA):
$meas ≈ &$calc + '()/+
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(Equation 1)

R3/4 denote the constant contributions of the RiFi3 and RiFi4, respectively. α and β are free parameters.
The results of the bivariate regression are reported as the coefficient of variation, R2, and the root-meansquare error (RMSE) of the model.
IV. B. 2.
Results
For each plan three to four irradiations with different motion amplitudes, distributed in the range of 210 mm, and one static measurement were performed, resulting in a total of 82 measurements, 64 of them
with gated beam delivery. 4D simulations were performed for 52 of the gated irradiations. The
remaining 12 cases were removed from the analysis because of gross measurement errors,
predominantly missing or deficient BDS data. Figure 2 shows a section through the simulated dose
distributions for the static and a representative gated irradiation using the same treatment plan. A gating
window of 50 % was used in this case, corresponding to 10 mm peak-to-peak residual motion for the
major (LR) motion component. The positions of the ionization chambers used for dose extraction and
comparison with the measured data are also indicated in the figure. As expected, the dose distribution
for the gated irradiation exhibits significant dose inhomogeneities due to interplay effects. Figure 3
reports the mean relative dose difference and standard deviation between simulated and measured dose
values at the 22 ionization chamber positions for all 52 gated measurements, drawn versus the
measurement number. The graph is split for 3 and 4 mm effective Bragg-peak width, i.e. RiFi3 and
RiFi4, respectively. Two separate fits for the average agreement of all respective measurements are
given. The simulations for RiFi3 and RiFi4 on average agree with the measurements within about
(-1 ± 4) % and (-3 ± 4) %, respectively. For both RiFi configurations all cases had standard deviations
smaller than 8 %, for about 80 % of the cases values smaller than 5 % were found. Simulations of the
static reference irradiations on average reproduce the measurement within (-2 ± 2) % for the RiFi3 and
(-3 ± 1) % for the RiFi4 treatment plans. Figure 4 summarizes the results of the linear regression
according to the model in equation 1. By construction, depending on the RiFi, two different linear fits
are obtained. Measured and simulated dose values exhibit an explained variance of R2=0.81 with an
RMSE of the model of 3.4 % ( < 10-.). The systematic difference in the intercept for the two RiFi
was statistically significant on the  < 10-. level.
IV. B. 3.
Discussion
In summary, good overall agreement of the measurements and the 4D simulations was found for both,
the analysis for the group of 22 ionization chambers per case and the linear regression for the individual
ionization chambers over all cases. The RiFi4 data show a slight systematic deviation in the mean
relative dose difference relative to the RiFi3 data of about 1.5 %. This is consistent among gated and
stationary experiments and was also reproduced in the fits of the linear regression model. The additional
systematics found for the RiFi4 data can most likely be attributed to larger uncertainties in the depthdose base data21 in these cases. Furthermore, very small mean deviations of the static from the moving
cases of below 1 % were observed (Figure 3), possibly originating from small setup have less impact on
the stationary results, due to the smaller gradients. The residual deviations of about 1-2 % observed for
the RiFi3 cases are well within the expected systematic uncertainties of 3-3.4 % in absolute ionization
chamber dosimetry for heavy ion radiation.60 With standard deviations of less than 5 % for most cases
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the simulations agree well with the measured dose distributions. The increase of about 2 % in standard
deviation for the moving relative to the static cases can be attributed to the much higher complexity of
the simulations which are subject to numerous influencing factors. For instance, for the employed setup,
additional uncertainties can be expected from the measured beam status signals, since, for technical
reasons, these were not coupled to the beam monitoring system and feature minor unknown and
systematic temporal shifts. Also, signal fluctuations were an issue during data taking. Although most
measurements exhibiting the problem were disregarded, residual degradation of the beam delivery
sequence data must be expected and should, for instance, have an impact on the calibration of the initial
motion phase.

IV. C. Biological dose calculation
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Biological 4D dose calculation is indispensable in clinical 4DTP for heavy ion therapy. Cell survival
experiments have been conducted by Gemmel et al. using a dedicated phantom to validate the 4D dose
calculation algorithm implemented in a predecessor version of the 4DTPS.30 This algorithm has been
integrated into TRiP4D and calculations of the RBE-weighted dose have been re-iterated for one
particular experiment (experiment 1 in the original publication). The results are compared to the
measurement itself and the results of simulations by Gemmel et al.
IV. C. 1.
Materials and methods
The experimental setup, data acquisition and cell processing are introduced here in brief. The reader is
referred to the original publication for a detailed description.30 A biological phantom with Chinese
hamster ovary cells (CHO-K1) in a medium was positioned on a sliding table and irradiated with a
carbon ion beam. The treatment plan was optimized for a homogeneous dose of 6 Gy(RBE) in a cuboid
volume of 28 × 23 × 45 mm1. During irradiation the table was moved sinusoidally with a 40 mm peakto-peak amplitude in left-right BEV to induce interplay effects. Changes of the radiological depth were
introduced by a stationary ramp-shaped absorber in front of the phantom. Motion monitoring,
acquisition of the BDS and time correlation of the table motion and the irradiation progress were
performed as for the radiographic film experiments discussed in the previous section. After irradiation,
10 cell samples were chosen for further analysis. Absolute cell survival was determined according to
Puck and Markus61 and was converted to RBE-effective dose.
Calculation of RBE-effective dose and cell survival were performed based on the recorded BDS and the
motion monitoring data using both, the program of Gemmel et al. (TRiPG) and TRiP4D. As for the
simulations of radiographic film response in the previous section simulations were performed in two
steps: (i) generation of sub-treatment plans and (ii) calculation of the 4D biological dose on the basis of
the sub-treatment plans. Since TRiPG relies on the TPS of Bert & Rietzel27 (TRiPBR) for the generation
of sub-treatment plans, step (i) was performed with the latter and TRiP4D, respectively. Resulting subtreatment plans then were used as input to either TRiPG's and TRiP4D's dose calculation in step (ii). The
same computer-generated 4DCT with 11 motion states as used by Gemmel et al. was employed for all
calculations. Biological dose calculation was carried out according to section II. C. 3 and Gemmel et
al.30 The physical dose was computed with either a standard pencil beam algorithm and an advanced
algorithm including multiple scattering effects.62 The rigid deformation maps for TRiP4D and TRiPG
were created based on the acquired motion monitoring data. Additional 4D pseudo-static simulations
were performed with both programs using identity deformation maps. These serve to decouple the
deformation of the dose grid and the accumulation of the particle spectra over all motion states from
each other in the calculations. In this way, 3D dose calculation is mimicked. The resulting pseudo-static
dose distributions were compared to the static dose distribution obtained for the treatment plan with the
TRiP98 reference TPS. The same set of depth-dose and particle spectra data21, as well as the same
version of the Local Effect Model63 was used in all 3D and 4D simulations to guarantee comparability.
The measured RBE-effective dose values from Gemmel et al. were compared to the corresponding
simulations for the cell samples. The difference in RBE-effective dose was calculated for each sample i:
9
∆# = #meas − #calc. The mean difference ∆# and its standard deviation 8 were determined to assess
the agreement of the different simulations with the measurement.
IV. C. 2.
Results
Table 2 lists the results of the statistical analysis of the differences in measured and simulated RBEeffective dose. The simulation results for the pencil beam dose algorithm (PB) are consistent for all three
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simulations and are independent of the program used for generation of the sub-treatment plans. For the
multiple scattering algorithm (MS) and simulation BR/G the results published by Gemmel et al. were
reproduced. Simulations BR/4D and “only TRiP4D” both using TRiP4D's dose calculation, however,
show a significant systematic discrepancy of about 310 mGy (RBE) for the mean difference in RBEeffective dose with respect to simulation BR/G. Table 3 summarizes the observed maximum dose
differences between the 4D pseudo-static and the static reference dose distribution of TRiP98. For the
MS algorithm the comparison of the pseudo-4D dose distribution attained with configuration BR/G and
the static dose distribution reveal maximum absolute dose differences per voxel, |∆$max|, of more than
750 mGy (RBE). In contrast, for simulation BR/4D differences of less than 10-2 mGy (RBE) were found.
For algorithm PB the respective dose distributions agree within less than 10-2 mGy (RBE) for both,
simulations BR/G and BR/4D. Also, compared to the dose distributions obtained with TRiP4D, less
lateral dose contributions outside the target volume were observed by visual inspection. Finally, the
comparison of the static reference dose distributions for algorithms PB and MS on average showed
about 70 mGy (RBE) (≈1 %) less dose in the target region due in case of MS, due to lateral scattering.
The differences in dose found between the two algorithms in the BR/4D simulations of around
60 mGy (RBE) are in agreement with this fact (c.f. Table 2). For the target dose of 6 Gy (RBE) the mean
deviation of (617 ± 538) mGy (RBE) for the TRiP4D simulation w.r.t. the measurement translates into a
relative deviation of (10 ± 9) %. The average error in RBE-effective dose propagated from the cell
survival measurement error was estimated to about 24 %. Thus, the simulation results are well
compatible with the measurement.
IV. C. 3.
Discussion
Even though the simulations show better agreement with the measurement for configuration BR/G, the
performed tests indicate that TRiPG's dose calculation algorithm is inaccurate when using the multiple
scattering physical dose calculation algorithm. 4D pseudo-static dose calculations provide the possibility
to assess the performance of 4D dose calculation independently of the dose grid transformation and
allow for comparison with the static reference dose distributions. In these simulations static dose
distributions were reproduced by TRiP4D to a high level of precision for both the PB and MS algorithm.
Since the implementation of biological dose calculation is decoupled from the implementation of the PB
and MS physical dose calculation algorithms and is used downstream of these calculations, the issues
observed for the MS algorithm most likely do not originate from specific calculations to determine the
BED. This is supported by the fact that for the PB dose algorithm results are comparable to those
obtained with TRiPG. In contrast to the radiographic film experiments, no significant improvement was
obtained using TRiP4D for the generation of sub-treatment plans (configuration “only TRiP4D”). Since
the BDS in this case was not affected by any data acquisition issues, TRiP4D's more robust algorithms
did not yield any advantage over TRiPBR with respect to simulation accuracy.
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In the previous sections the development and implementation of TRiP4D, a 4D treatment planning
system for scanned ion beams have been discussed. The program is based on the GSI in-house treatment
planning system TRiP98 which has been used successfully for clinical treatment planning during the
GSI pilot project.21;23 The main objective of this work was the integration of previous 4DTP efforts and
developments made at GSI and the further advancement of the program towards a clinically serviceable
4DTPS. Previous treatment planning developments of Bert & Rietzel and Gemmel et al. in parts have
served as prototypes.27;30 The new TPS enables realistic clinical treatment planning with multiple fields
and is compatible with the treatment planning workflow used at the Heidelberg Ion Beam Therapy
Center.
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Discussion

4D treatment planning in TRiP4D is based on 4DCT, deformable image registration and 4D
segmentation to model the moving patient anatomy. These tools have become well established over the
past years not only in 4DTP for photon therapy4;26 but also for particle therapy 7;8;16;64. Hence, emphasis
was put on a flexible integration of these instruments to explicitly allow for realistic patient treatment
planning. Interfaces to several image registration software packages have been implemented and permit
quantitative assessment of 4DCT data based on the resulting deformation maps. The corresponding
structures were developed with a focus on principal compatibility with a wide range of registration
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algorithms and programs. The use of additional registration software packages in the future, thus, is
expected to be manageable with a minimum effort. Furthermore, 4D segmentation functionality has
been newly implemented. A novel 4D contour data model has been introduced which employs the
representation of contours as VBM, i.e. the VOIs are stored in a bit-wise fashion using a CT-like data
format. This enables to store 4D segmentation data as a single entity and avoids use of multiple
incoherent sets of polygonial contours. Additionally, a 4D contour propagation algorithm based on
deformable image registration has been implemented being capable of creating a full 4D segmentation
dataset starting from a manually contoured reference phase. Many other groups have made efforts on the
implementation of 4D contour propagation algorithms. Commonly, the approaches are divided into
registration-driven26;38 and deformable model-driven45;46 techniques. In the first approach the
deformation field gives guidance to contour deformation, while in the second approach a physical model
is used to iteratively match the contours to the image features. TRiP4D relies on the former approach,
since available deformation maps can be efficiently re-used. The implemented contour propagation
algorithm employs the inverse deformation maps and the reference phase contour to determine the VOI
in each 4DCT phase as a VBM. An alternative strategy has, for instance, been published by Lu et al.38
They have used triangular meshes to model the surface of the VOI. After surface deformation the
polygon-based contours for all 4DCT phases are generated by performing sections of the surface model
with the image plane of interest. A drawback of TRiP4D's propagation algorithm is the necessity to
generate both the original (needed for 4D dose calculation) and the inverse deformation maps, as
TRiP4D does not support inversion of deformation maps. Since the registration process can be
sufficiently automated, this does not appear as a major limiting factor. It can be anticipated that the use
of VBMs is more memory consumptive compared to, e.g., triangular meshes. Whilst the VBM contour
model has the advantage that contours can be easily combined and manipulated, e.g., for ITV
generation, the resolution of the contours is forced to the regular CT grid, causing a loss of precision.
However, since the usual lateral CT voxel spacing and the expected registration accuracy are on the
order of millimeters,65 no significant impact is expected. Nevertheless, also up-sampled VBM datasets
can be used in TRiP4D at the expense of memory consumption.
With respect to 4D optimization of treatment plans, TRiP4D incorporates previous work of our group
with respect to beam tracking27;28 and for the generation of ITVs that incorporate the range domain and
still allow intensity modulated optimization.50 The new developments further set the stage for more
elaborate techniques similar to 4D dose optimization concepts that have been investigated, e.g., by
Nohadani et al.66 or Unkelbach et al. who incorporated robustness considerations.67
4D treatment simulation functionality was implemented similarly to the previous 4D versions of TRiP
but with improved algorithms using generalized beam delivery events (BDE) and state machines that
check the consistency of the beam delivery sequence (BDS). Re-assessment of existing experimental
data used to verify previous versions of TRiP showed the BDE based distribution of beam positions into
motion states results into improved agreement to experimental data. Furthermore, the biological 4D dose
calculation algorithm of Gemmel et al.30 has been updated to the most advanced version of the multiple
scatter dose calculation algorithm.62 Re-analysis of existing verification data showed flaws in the initial
implementation but did not change the conclusions of the previous study. The algorithm is similar to the
one of Boye et al.14 and Paganetti et al.19 for proton dose calculation, i.e. it uses the deformation field to
deform the dose grid rather than the raster grid as originally implemented by Bert & Rietzel for 4D
calculation of the absorbed dose, only. The algorithm does not spatially interpolate dose accumulation as
proposed by Kraus et al.17
TRiP4D's 4D simulation functionality has been extensively tested in verification experiments. The
preceding sections have presented results of the verification of the full 4D treatment simulation chain,
including 4D dose and detector response. As mentioned above, handling of BDS is more robust in
TRiP4D and implementation of the most recent multiple scattering version changed the results of
Gemmel et al. at reasonable agreement with the measured RBE-effective dose values. Moreover, new
elaborate water phantom experiments were conducted to test TRiP4D's simulation capabilities for 3D
target motion, gated beam delivery and a large number of plan parameters and motion configurations.
The comparison of measured and simulated dose values showed good agreement standard deviations
smaller than 5 % in most cases. It can be concluded that 4D simulations subsequent to treatment delivery
are well feasible in experimental setups, provided all necessary parameters are known, i.e. in particular
the time structure of the beam delivery process and the target motion during delivery.
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However, simulation prior to treatment delivery is very challenging even for simple setups and well
known target motion. Synchrotron accelerator systems like those used at GSI and HIT are subject to
significant variability of beam availability and the delivered intensity on a sub-second time-scale.68
These parameters affect the 4D dose deposition substantially, while being difficult to model. Intensitycontrolled beam extraction for synchrotrons69 is a promising development to reduce this kind of
uncertainty and currently established at HIT70. For patient treatments additional complexity is
introduced, since prediction of the target motion in general is not feasible on a time-scale beyond several
hundred milliseconds.71;72 Hence, a reliable prediction of the delivered dose prior to treatment is difficult
to achieve. Nevertheless, 4D treatment simulation offers great potential for 4DTP and quality assurance.
It may, for instance, provide the opportunity to monitor the success of the plan delivery, if the beam
delivery time structure and the patient motion during treatment are measured. Furthermore, in-advance
treatment planning simulations can be performed for many different scenarios. Even though the precise
configuration of the patient motion and the time structure of the beam delivery is not known, simulations
of a wide range of parameter settings, such as different breathing patterns or beam delivery schemes, can
be performed and yield a spectrum of possible treatment outcomes. These simulations also can be used
to assess plan robustness or define parameters needed as input for the respective treatment delivery
technique, such as the number of required rescans or the gating window.
It should be emphasized that from a technical point of view there is no principal difference between inadvance simulations in TRiP4D and those performed subsequent to treatment. The uncertainty and value
of the 4D treatment simulations solely depends on the reliability of the input data. It is important to
realize that the accuracy of any 4D treatment planning attempt based on 4DCT and deformable image
registration depends decisively on the validity and reproducibility of the input data, in particular
between the time of imaging and treatment delivery.73-75 One important and often neglected aspect of 4D
treatment planning was raised by Zhang et al. in a very recent publication.16 They performed 4D
scanned proton beam treatment studies for liver tumors investigating the effect of the registration
algorithm used for 4D dose calculation. For two established registration tools, mean (maximal) dose
differences of 2.9 % (32.8 %) were found for single field irradiations that reduced to 0.57 % (15.2 %) if
rescanning is used. 4D dose distributions should thus be assessed being aware that even more parameters
influence the calculation than in 3D dose calculations. Hild et al. provide visualization tools to quantify
and communicate the uncertainty in 4D dose calculation.76
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Conclusion

We have developed and implemented a novel 4DTP extension to our in-house TPS TRiP98. The
software includes state-of-the-art treatment planning methodologies such as 4DCT, 4D deformable
registration data, 4D segmentation and contour propagation. We also established compatibility to
clinically provided motion monitoring data and beam delivery sequence data allowing for detailed 4D
treatment simulations in a clinical environment. The new software further integrates previous 4D
treatment planning efforts by our group, comprising multiple-field ITV design including range changes
and 4D optimization of beam tracking and dose compensation parameters. The program has been
validated in detailed experiments confirming high accuracy of 4D physical and biologically effective
dose calculation as well as 4D film response calculations.
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VIII. Tables
Table 1 Types of general beam delivery events (BDE). The chronology of BDE defines the beam delivery sequence (BDS).
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event type characterization

possible transition to

BON

beam on

BOF, NXP

NXP

end of raster point

NXP, EOP, BOF

EOP

end of iso-energy slice BOF

BOF

beam off

BON

Table 2 Results of the statistical analysis of the agreement between simulated and measured optical film densities for all 14
motion parameter sets (amplitude A, period T, initial phase φ). In the four columns the mean relative deviation µ of the
simulated from the measured densities and its standard deviation σ are reported for all studied program combinations in the two
successive simulation steps: generation of sub-treatment plans and 4D detector response calculations. BR and 4D denote the
used program for each step, TRiPBR and TRiP4D, respectively.

motion parameters
case A [mm] T [s] φ [deg]
(a)
20
5
90
(b)
20
5
0
(c)
20
7
0
(d)
20
7
90
(e)
15
3
0
(f)
15
3
90
(g)
15
4
0
(h)
15
4
90
(i)
15
5
0
(j)
15
5
180
(k)
15
5
270
(l)
8
5
0
(m)
8
4
0
(n)
8
3
0

only TRiPBR
µ [%] σ [%]
-5.03 20.64
-7.32 21.52
-4.80 21.76
-9.84 68.98
-1.85 10.78
-0.89 11.53
-3.50 12.06
-4.39 11.19
-5.40 14.99
-5.74 12.74
-6.46 16.09
-2.24 18.53
-2.83 15.56
-2.98 16.92

Only TRiP4D
µ [%] σ [%]
-2.14 12.98
-3.73 13.23
-1.46 9.72
-2.19 12.68
-0.55 10.48
0.37 10.84
-2.13 11.68
-2.89 10.73
-4.06 14.55
-4.43 12.78
-5.11 16.01
0.12 12.78
-0.88 9.43
-1.11 10.93

BR/4D
µ [%] σ [%]
-4.76 20.35
-7.28 21.66
-4.76 21.92
-8.96 56.94
-1.70 10.71
-0.77 11.50
-3.36 11.96
-4.21 11.04
-5.19 14.66
-5.65 12.86
-6.38 16.31
-1.04 12.94
-2.69 15.53
-2.75 15.71

4D/BR
µ [%] σ [%]
-2.42 13.66
-3.88 13.35
-1.59 9.66
-2.24 12.21
-0.68 10.54
0.24 10.92
-2.24 11.68
-3.06 10.87
-4.17 14.66
-4.53 12.65
-5.21 15.82
-1.02 18.11
-1.00 9.47
-1.21 10.89
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Table 3 Mean difference ∆$ and standard deviation < of measured and calculated RBE-effective doses for the cell samples.
BR, 4D, and G denote the programs TRiPBR, TRiP4D and TRiPG used for generation of sub-treatment plans or 4D biological
dose calculation, respectively. For each configuration a standard pencil beam (PB) and a multiple scattering (MS) algorithm
were tested for physical dose calculation. The highlighted result (*) was originally published by Gemmel et al.30. All results are
given in mGy (RBE).

algorithm PB algorithm MS
9

9

simulation

∆# ± 8

BR/G

-676±642

-298±500*

BR/4D

-676±641

-614±533

only TRiP4D

-679±647

-617±538

∆# ± 8
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Table 4 Maximum deviations in RBE-effective dose, |∆$max |, of the 4D pseudo-static dose distributions from the static
reference dose distribution for the two dose algorithms, PB and MS. Identity transformation maps were used to mimic 3D dose
calculation. The static reference dose distributions were obtained with TRiP98. All results are given in mGy (RBE).

algorithm PB algorithm MS
simulation

|∆#max |

|∆#max |

BR/G

1.67⋅10-3
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BR/4D

1.67⋅10-3

1.43⋅10-3

IX.

Figures
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Figure 1 Visualization and assessment of organ motion using deformation maps from deformable image registration in
TRiP4D. (a) Axial cut of the reference state CT (end exhale) and the overlayed displacement field between the extreme states,
end exhale and end inhale are shown. The absolute values of the displacement vectors are shown as a contour plot, CTV
contours of a liver tumor are also indicated. (b)-(d) Histograms of the displacement vector components for the two CTV
volumes, liver and lung in the SI, AP and LR direction, respectively. Organ motion is most pronounced in the SI direction and
is significantly higher in the CTV(2) than in the CTV(1) volume for all vector components.
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Figure 2 (a) VOI conversion from the polygonal contour (red solid line) into VBM (gray areas) and re-converted polygon
contours (dashed lines). The resulting Boolean masks are indicated for the two VOI areas and the overlap region as an example.
(b) Contour propagation by inverse transformation from a regular grid. The propagated VOI (dark gray) is formed from voxels
with source points inside the polygon contour (red solid line). The arrows indicate example transformation vectors for two
voxels.

(a)
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(b)

Figure 3 Sketch of the experimental setup. A robotic arm facilitates 3D motion of a dosimeter array inside the water phantom.
Redundant monitoring of the BEV LR motion is performed with two laser distance sensors. The data communication between
the gating control unit (ANZAI system), the control system and the experimental data acquisition system is also indicated.
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Figure 4 Bird's eye view section of simulated dose distributions through the center of the target volume for static (left) and
gated (right) irradiation with the same treatment plan (lateral grid spacing: 2 mm, IES spacing: 3 mm, beam FWHM: 10 mm,
3 mm RiFi). The 4D dose distribution was transformed to the reference phase (scale in mGy. The positions of the ionization
chambers used for dose extraction are indicated by the white and black (neglected for analysis) crosses.

Figure 5 Agreement of simulated and measured 4D dose distributions for the 52 gated and the 18 static cases (open symbols).
Mean and standard deviation of the relative difference between simulated and measured dose values of the 22 ionization
chambers are drawn versus the measurement index. The RiFi3 (circles) and RiFi4 (squares) measurements exhibit different
systematic deviations from zero, indicated by the fits (red dashed lines).

755

Figure 6 Scatter plot of the measured (Dmeas) versus the simulated dose values (Dcalc) at the individual positions of the
ionization chambers for all stationary and gated irradiations. The linear fits determined with the regression model in Equation 1
are overlayed for RiFi3 (red solid line) and RiFi4 (blue dashed line).
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